Please be advised that the list below is pending and subject to change based on updated publisher and faculty information. Check the Bookstore website at http://hofstra.bncollege.com for complete up to date information.

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE FOR LAWYERS (LAW 2750): Professor Jawitz
TBD

ADVANCED TORT PRACTICE AND PROBLEMS (LAW 2772): Prof. McGrath
(REQUIRED) Bender Pub., Civil Practice Law and Rules, (2018 ed.),
LexisNexis/Matthew Bender, ISBN 97815222153573

ADVANCED BANKRUPTCY (LAW 2757): Professor Bae
(REQUIRED) Resnick and Sommer, Collier Portable Pamphlet (Full Text of the
(Portable Pamphlet ISBN 97815222153573

ADVANCED EXTERNSHIP SEMINAR (LAW 4702): Professor Gundlach
No textbook required.

ANTITRUST (LAW 3732): Professor Lupu
West Law, ISBN 9781683289418

APPRAISAL LEGAL ANALYSIS & WRITING (LAW 2734): Profs. Lefton and Louis
– Using their own materials

ASYLUM CLINIC (LAW 5801): Professor Wren
(REQUIRED) Regina Germain, AILA’s Asylum Primer, 7th ed., ISBN 9781573703765

BANKRUPTCY (LAW 3794): Judge Scarcella
(REQUIRED) Epstein, Markell, Nickles and Ponoroff, Bankruptcy: Dealing with Financial

(REQUIRED) Epstein, Nickles, Bankruptcy Code and Related Source Materials, ISBN
978162810314288882

BUSINESS DRAFTING SEMINAR (LAW 2792): Professor Albert –
No textbook required
BUSINESS DRAFTING SEMINAR (LAW 2792):  Professor Goldberg

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS (LAW 4701):  Professor Albert


BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS (LAW 4701):  Professor Greenwood
Required:


CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT E (LAW 3735):  Professor Braunstein

(REQUIRED) Reece, To Tell the Truth, ISBN 9781938517372
CIVIL PROCEDURE I (LAW 1700): Professors Gundlach


CIVIL PROCEDURE I (LAW 1700): Professor Sample

CIVIL PROCEDURE I (LAW 1700): Professor Shapiro


The Hofstra Bookstore will also carry a bundle of both books: ISBN 9781454894810

CLINICAL BIOETHICS (LAW 3991): Professor Dolgin will be using her own materials.

CLINICAL PROSECUTION PRACTICUM (LAW 3820): Professor Klein

COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CLINIC (LAW 5805): Prof. Haber


CONSTITUTIONAL LAW II (LAW 3761): Professor Friedman

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW II (LAW 3761): Professor Freedman

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW II (LAW 3761): Professor Ku
(REQUIRED) Choper, Constitutional Law, West Academic, ISBN 9781628100136


CONTROVERSIES IN CORPORATE LAW (LAW 2959): Professor Colombo


CORPORATE GOVERNANCE SEMINAR (LAW 2810): Professor Merritt
No textbook required.

COURTROOM TECH & ADV ADVOCACY (LAW 3603): Professor Rosenblatt
2 Mandatory Case Files:
Evans v. Washingtonia State University, ISBN 9781601563989
Both are LexisNexis Case files

CRIMINAL JUSTICE CLINIC (LAW 5800): Professor Nevins


CRIMINAL LAW (LAW 1710): Professors Barron

CRIMINAL LAW (LAW 1710): Professor Klein

CRIMINAL LAW (LAW 1710): Professor Charlow

CRIMINAL LAW (LAW 1710): Professor Fissell
CRIMINAL LAW IN THE WORKPLACE (LAW 2714): Professor Nicolino
No textbook required.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE I (LAW 4751): Professor Yaroshefsky

DERIVATIVES LAW (LAW 2974): Professor Kalbaugh

DEPORTATION DEFENSE CLINIC (LAW 5811): Professor Ngara

DRAFTING AND NEGOTIATIONS CONTRACTS AND STATUTES (LAW 3789): Professor Neumann-----Materials from the photocopy room.

ELDER LAW (LAW 2777): Professor Burner, Abrandt

EMPLOYMENT LAW (LAW 3805): Professor Fernbach

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IP PRACTICUM (LAW 3400): Professor Haber

(REQUIRED) Alvarez & Tremblay, Introduction to Transactional Lawyering Practice, ISBN 9780314254504

ERISA & PENSION BENEFITS (LAW 2835): Professor Oringer
(RECOMMENDED) The Evolving World of Erisa 2016: An Introduction,

EVIDENCE (LAW 4761): Professor Freedman
REQUIRED:

EVIDENCE (LAW 4761): Professor Smith

EXTERNSHIP SEMINAR, CIVIL (LAW 2506): Professor Sachs ---- No textbook required.

EXTERNSHIP SEMINAR, CRIMINAL (LAW 2507): Professor Klein-- No Textbook required

FAMILY LAW WITH SKILLS (LAW 3830): Professor Schepard

FAMILY LAW PRACTICUM (LAW 3817): Professors Schepard and Ombres
No textbook required

FEDERAL INCOME TAX OF INDIVIDUALS (LAW 4805): Professor Gans


FOUNDATIONAL LAWYERING SKILLS (LAW 3200): Professor Krieger

HEALTH LAW (LAW 3844): Professor Jakimo

IMMIGRATION LAW (LAW 3872): Professor Wren

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY COLLOQUIUM (LAW 2720): Professor Manta
No textbook required.

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS (LAW 2882): Professor Stark

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS (LAW 2876): Professor Baaij
INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTION SKILLS (LAW 2503): Professor Lites

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION (LAW 2875): Professor Russo

INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM (LAW 2993): Professor Ku

INTRODUCTION TO STATUTORY & REG INTERPRET. (LAW 2845): Professor Lane

LABOR LAW (LAW 3889): Professor Fernbach
(REQUIRED) Cox and Bok’s Labor Law, Cases and Materials, 16th ed., West Acad, 9781628101515


LANDLORD AND TENANT LAW IN A CHALLENGING SOCIETY (LAW 3602)
Judge Fisher
(REQUIRED) Matthew Desmond, Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City, Broadway Brooks Publisher, February 2017, ISBN 9780553447453 (available on Amazon in print and digital versions)


LAW & ROLE OF IN-HOUSE COUNSEL (LAW 2504): Professor Lampert
No book required.

LAW PRACTICE MANAGEMENT (LAW 2729): Professor Rivkin

LAWYERS’ ETHICS (LAW 2897): Professor Liebmann
No textbook required.

LAWYERS’ ETHICS (LAW 2897): Professor Meyer

(REQUIRED) 2018 ABA Model Rules, ISBN 9781641051583
**LAWYER MALPRACTICE (LAW 2900):**  
Professor Wasserman  

**LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720):**  
Professor Campagna  


**LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720):**  
Professor Colesanti  


**LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720):**  
Professor Joffe  


**LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720):**  
Professor Stein and Caffarone  


LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720): Professor McElroy


LEGAL RESOURCES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (LAW 3891): Prof. Campagna- No textbook required.

LEGAL INTERVIEWING, COUNSELING AND NEGOTIATION (LAW 2906): Professor Sethi

LEGISLATIVE PROCESS (LAW 3925): Professor Lane

LITIGATION DRAFTING SKILLS (LAW 3709): Professor Austin

(REQUIRED) CPLR: Author & Publisher is Looseleaf, ISBN 9780930137120


MASS MEDIA & 1ST AMENDMENT (LAW 2912): Professor Folami

MEDIATION SEMINAR (LAW 2769): Professor Bush
No textbook required.

MERGERS AND ACQUISITION (LAW 2913): Professor Klein, S. - No textbook required

PERSPECTIVES LEGAL ANALYSIS & WRITING (LAW 3930): TBD

PRETRIAL SKILLS (LAW 3935): Professor Cozzens
No textbook required

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS (LAW 4827): Professor Hyman

REGULATION OF SECURITIES BROKER DEALERS (LAW 2934): Professor Sabino

**SELECTED PROBLEMS IN NEW YORK CIVIL PRACTICE E (LAW 3969): Judge Knobel**

(REQUIRED) Looseleaf, CPLR, Looseleaf, ISBN 9780930137120


**SEX-BASED DISCRIMINATION (LAW 2942): Professor Damiano**

**SPECIAL PROBLEMS SEMINAR (LAW 3973 B): Professor Fisher**
No textbook required

**SPORTS LAW (LAW 3975):** Professor Skehan will hand out appropriate material for the students to read.

**STATE & LOCAL GOV’T SEMINAR (LAW 3977): Professor Ostrow**

**TORTS (LAW 1735): Professor Bush**

**TORTS (LAW 1735): Professor Greenwood**

Highly Recommended:


**TORTS (LAW1735): Professor Stark**

TRADEMARKS (LAW 2948): Professor Manta

VETERANS LAW CLINIC (LAW 5810): Professor Dolgin
No textbook required.

WILLS, TRUSTS AND ESTATES A (LAW 4837): Professor Folami
(REQUIRED) Stikoff, Wills, Trusts and Estates, Aspen Publisher, 9th ed., ISBN 9781454876427

YOUTH ADVOCACY CLINIC A (LAW 5802): Professor Liebmann
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